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The legend 

of Podkin 

one ear 

 

Chapter 1 

& 2 

Read / discuss front cover and blurb 

 

Ask the children to look at the front cover.  

What do you think the book will be about?  

What things can you see on the front 

cover? 

What sort of story will it be?  

Who might enjoy it? 

 Now read the blurb – were any of your 

predictions correct?  

What is a ‘legend’?  

What other legendary stories can you 

think of?  

What would be the disadvantages of 

having one ear? 

 

Post it note predictions 

 

 

Chapter 1 

Quick Quiz 

1. What animal 

is the main 

character? 

2. What is his 

job? 

3. What does 

he use to 

help him 

walk? 

4. What is he 

wearing? 

5. Where was 

he travelling 

to? 

6. What special 

day was it? 

Crunch, crunch, 

crunch.’ 

Why do you think the 

author keeps 

repeating this 

throughout the first 

chapter? 

What else do we 

learn from the first 

two pages? 

Quick quiz: 

Which realm does he 

visit first? 

How do they celebrate 

Bramblemas Eve? 

  
 

Chapter 2 is called 

‘The Worst 

Bramblemas Ever’ 

Based on what you 

have read in the first 

chapter, write a 

prediction about what 

will happen in the next 

chapter. 

L.O. I can predict 
what might happen 
from details stated 
and implied. 
  
 

 

Tip: make sure your 

predictions are 

plausible by using 

what you know about 

the characters so far, 

 Quick quiz: 

What is a Gorm?  

What do we learn about them in 

chapter 2? 

  

 

Find the definition of these words: 
Poisonous 
Noxious 
Warped 
Moulded 
Fused  
  
How do they help explain more about 
the gorms? 

  
L.O. I can use a dictionary to check the 
meaning of a word I have read. 

  
 
 

 

 



L.O. I can identify 
the main ideas 
drawn from more 
than one paragraph 
and summarise 
them. 
  
  

 

 

to think about what 

they could be doing 

next and what will 

happen at 

Bramblems? 

 

Week 2 

 

 

The legend 

of Podkin 

one ear 

Chap 3 - 5 

 

Quick Quiz Chap 2 

What did the villagers rename the warren 

when it changed?  

What would the gorm do if they came to 

your village?  

 

Do you think Podkin made a good choice? 

Explain both sides of the argument and 

your decision. 

L.O. I can identify simple themes in 
texts. 
  
 

 

The Velveteen 

Rabbit by Margery 

Williams.  

 

Quick Quiz 

Who are Podkin’s 

brothers and sisters?  

Why is the lone rider 

here? 

 

Why do you think the 

mechanical toys 

thought they were 

better than 

everybody else? 

L.O. I can draw 
inferences such as 
inferring character’s 
feelings, thoughts 
and motives, and I am 
beginning to justify 
these with 
appropriate evidence. 

  

The Velveteen Rabbit 

by Margery Williams.  

 

Quick quiz: 

What day is the first 

chapter set on? 

What was the best 

thing in the stocking? 

Who was the rabbit’s 

only friend? 

What happens to toys 

who are loved by a 

child for a long, long 

time? 

 

The Boy's Uncle made 

me Real," he said. 

"That was a great 

many years ago; but 

once you are Real you 

can't become unreal 

Quick quiz: 

Find and copy some 

evidence from the 

text that shows the 

rabbit is loved by the 

boy. 

The Velveteen 

Rabbit by Margery 

Williams.  

 

And so time went on, 

and the little Rabbit 

was very happy –so 

happy that he never 

noticed how his 

beautiful velveteen 

fur was getting 

shabbier and 

shabbier, and his tail 

becoming unsewn, 

and all the pink 

rubbed off his nose 

Quick Quiz Chap 4 

What are rabbits good at?  

What was the iron clanking and 

screeching? 

What surprises Podkin about the 

dagger?  

What has happened to the rats that the 

riders are on? 

 How does Podkin attempt to defeat 

the gorm? 

 

Reading assessment: 

 

L: What words and phrases show the 

rabbits are tired?  

 

I; Why do clouds of breath escape 

from the gorms’ mouths? 

 

T: Explain why Podkin doesn’t just face 

the gorm one on one. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

again. It lasts for 

always."  

Explain your 

understanding of what 

the horse means by 

this. 

L.O. I can identify and 
discuss the author’s 
use of precise word 
choices to engage and 
capture the reader’s 
interest and 
imagination. 

  
 

 

 

 

where the Boy had 

kissed him.  

Based on the end of 

the extract, what do 

you predict will 

happen to the rabbit 

next? What evidence 

from the text can you 

base your predictions 

on? 

 
 
 

 

Week 3 

 

The 

Legend of 

Podkin One 

Ear 

Interlude 

Chap 6-9 

Quick Quiz: Chap 5 

How does Paz know where she is?  

Why is Redwater famous?  

What does Pook ask for?  

Who comes to the door?  

What does the iron statue tell Podkin and 

Paz? 

 

Explain why Podkin enters even though 

he believes something bad might happen. 

Explain why ‘a warren with one entrance 

is basically a trap’ 

L.O. I can identify and discuss the 
author’s use of precise word choices 
to engage and capture the reader’s 
interest and imagination. 
 

Quick quiz: 

What are the 3 

guesses of how he 

lost his ear? 

What does 

‘inquisitive’ mean? 

On page 81, how 

does the bard feel? 

 

 

 

Bridge  

 

Annotate an image 

with feelings 

L.O. I can draw 
inferences such as 
inferring 
character’s 
feelings, thoughts 
and motives, and I 
am beginning to 
justify these with 
appropriate 

Quick quiz: 

Why did the little 

rabbits feel like no 

where was safe? 

What was Podkin 

dreaming of? 

What happened on 

page 85? 

 

 

 

 

Bridge  

 

What is the video 

about? 

What is the problems 

which the animals are 

facing? 

L.O. I can identify the 
main ideas drawn 
from more than one 
paragraph and 

Quick quiz: 

On page 89 what did 

Paz expect to 

happen? 

What actually 

happened? 

 

 

 

 

Bridge  

 

How could they solve 

their problem? 

L.O. I can predict 
what might happen 
from details stated 
and implied. 
  
 

Quick Quiz Chap 8 

How do they know where they’re 

going? 

 How did they find Boneroot? 

 Which one of them found it?  

What was the first thing Podkin noticed 

about Boneroot?  

What was the smell?  

 

Explain what makes Podkin so sad 

about his mother?  

Do you think he’d rather she was dead, 

or a servant of the gorm? 

L.O. I can draw inferences such as 
inferring character’s feelings, 
thoughts and motives, and I am 
beginning to justify these with 
appropriate evidence. 
 

 



evidence. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

summarise them. 
  
 

 

 

 

Week 4 

 

The 

Legend of 

Podkin One 

Ear 

 

Chap 10 -

13 

Quick Quiz:Chap 9 

Munbury has a good memory of Podkin, 

what is it?  

What is the orange rabbit’s name?  

Where does Quince put Podkin, Paz and 

Pook?  

 

Why is Pook crying?  

Do you think the rabbit that identifies 

himself as the best fighter, looks like a 

good fighter? Why?  

Why isn’t Mister Shape interested in the 

knife? 

 

Identify vocabulary that shows that where 

they are going isn’t very nice. 

L.O. I can identify and discuss the 
author’s use of precise word choices 
to engage and capture the reader’s 
interest and imagination. 
  
 

Information about 
Rabbits. 

 

 

 

Rabbit Factfile 

Write as many facts 

about rabbits. 

 

L.O. I can retrieve 
relevant 
information from 
non-fiction texts. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

Monkey Symphony. 

 

 

Paired discussion 

Proudly, he walked 

onto stage... 

Angrily, he bashed the 

keys of the piano... 

Playing the piano was 

his first love... 

Sweeping the floor 

was torture but... 

 

Summarise the video 

clip. 

 

L.O. I can identify the 
main ideas drawn 
from more than one 
paragraph and 
summarise them. 
 

 

 

Instructions by Neil 

Gaiman 

 

 

Write a bullet point 

list of dos and don’ts 

 

L.O. I can retrieve 

relevant 

information from 

non-fiction texts. 

 

Quick Quiz Chap 12 

 

What does Podkin retrieve from the 

box?  

Why do they have to head back to the 

centre?  

Why does Mish put the candle out? 

What have the gorm done to the 

guard? 

 

What’s a bandolier?  

What phrase on Page 189 shows that 

chaos is about to ensue? 

Find words on page 197 that the 

rabbits are relieved to be in fresh air. 

 

L.O. I can explain the meaning of 
words in context. 
  
 



Week 5 

 

The 

Legend of 

Podkin One 

Ear 

Chap 14 - 

16 

Quick Quiz: Chap 13 

Where does Crom take the rabbits?  

How does Crom open the warren?  

Who is the god of the forest?  

Why did Lopkin leave Crom? 

 

 

Explain why Dark Hollow is probably safe 

from the gorm.  

Explain how Crom lost his sight. 

 

Summarise Crom’s story in a few 

sentences. 

 

L.O. I can identify the main ideas 
drawn from more than one paragraph 
and summarise them. 
 

 

 

 

Quick quiz 
What are they 
discussing on page 
233? 
How do they make 
sure that they can 
find their way back 
again? (page 235) 
 
 
 
Sonnet 18 by William 
Shakespeare. 

 

 

Analysis of the poem 

and clarification of 

the poem. 

 

 

Text mark the poem. 

 

 

L.O. I can listen to 
and discuss a wide 
range of fiction, 
poetry, plays, non-
fiction and 
reference books or     
textbooks. 

Quick quiz 
What does Pod think 
he might be wrong 
about? 
How does he become 
so certain? 
 
Sonnet 18 by William 
Shakespeare. 

 

 

 

What is the poem 

about? 

 

L.O. I can listen to 
and discuss a wide 
range of fiction, 
poetry, plays, non-
fiction and reference 
books or     
textbooks. 
  
 

Quick question 
Why couldn’t he 
rescue his mother? 
What are the two 
things which could 
help him? 
 
 
The Mouse Guard 
Comics 
 

What does the word 

‘fall’ mean? 

 

Clarifying and 

dictionary work: 

 

Terrain 

Treacherous 

Confrontation 

Dedication 

 

Can you find some 

synonyms of these 

words? 

 

L.O. I can use a 
dictionary to check 
the meaning of a 
word I have read. 
  
 

Quick Quiz Chap 15 

What does Brigid give to Mish and 

Mash? 

How had Podkin blocked the road? 

How do they climb aboard the wagon 

undetected? 

 Why does Brigid bring Pook? 

 

 

Reading assessment: 

 

L: What phrase makes Podkin think 

that Brigid might not stay out of the 

action? 

 

I; Why can they sneak into camp? 

 

T: Explain why Scramashank wants to 

destroy the 12 gifts. 

Week 6 

 

The 

Legend of 

Podkin One 

Ear 

 

Chap 15 

and 16 

Quick Quiz: Chap 16 

How does the bard signify that he is 

finished?  

Who is the bard? 

 

 

 

Anchor novel 
 

Quick quiz 
Why doe he hold his 
breath on page 250? 
Why was it terrifying? 
(page 251). 
 
Anchor novel 

 

Annotate the picture 

(page 266) with 

Quick quiz 

Page 268, how does 

Scramashank speak? 

List 3 things which he 

has none of? 

Explain what a gorm 

is. 

 

Anchor novel 

Using evidence from 

Podkin one ear, 

Velveteen rabbit, 

Edward Tulane.  

 

Compare and 

contrast the three 

characters discuss 

 



Explain their plan. 
 
L.O. I can identify the main ideas 
drawn from more than one paragraph 
and summarise them. 
 

thoughts of what is 

happening, Use the 

evidence from the 

book to back up your 

ideas.      

 

L.O. I can draw 
inferences such as 
inferring 
character’s 
feelings, thoughts 
and motives, and I 
am beginning to 
justify these with 
appropriate 
evidence. 
                                  

Reinact the events of 

the final paragraphs in 

the book.  

 

L.O. I can identify the 
main ideas drawn 
from more than one 
paragraph and 
summarise them. 
 

their similarities and 

differences 

 

Book review 
 
 
 
 

 


